Bouncy Houses, all kind of bouncy houses, bouncy castles, inflatable slides and bouncers with obstacles
Interactive Inflatable Games, like the sumo suits, the hamster ball and the gladiators.
Cool Games, including our lasser tag game and the aqua ball Lasser Tag, Aqua ball.
Promotions Bouncy Houses for our different bouncing houses for the Montreal, South and North shore

Bouncing Castle Rentals: About Us
You want to rent a bouncing castle? Sphere Amusement Inc. is a company devoted entirely
to entertainment, be it children (visit our Bouncy Houses section) or our adult
(visitInteractive Inflatables section).After all, there is no age for fun! We're still a small
company but our creativity is great.
We have one wish, to entertain you, whether by our inflatable games or animation activities
or our cool games. Sphere Amusement Inc. specializes in bouncing houses rentals for any
occasion. The bouncy houses are suitable and intended to use for:
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Private parties
School holidays and end of classes
Companies Holidays
Festivals
Promotion and Marketing

Our Bouncing Houses
Whatever you choose there is only one word that matters: fun! With our bouncing houses
you can, jump, slide, work in teams and challenge opponents. We give you the opportunity
to enjoy new experiences! Our company, based in Montreal, supplies both the North Shore
that the South Shore. Are you planning a party? No problem: we take care of the animation!
And to do this, we have a bunch of inflatable games available for rental at interesting prices.
You and your kids will certainly enjoy the bouncing houses! Indeed, what could be more fun
than jumping in a bouncy castle or or even to feel like a hamster in our in our hamester
ballor even walk over the water with the aqua ball! ! You can even race against other
player, in two separated balls! You will pass a fun time with your friends in our different
bouncing houses and inflatable games.
Once the choice it’s been made, you have nothing else to worry: we take care of everything
with a big smile! We assure you complete peace of mind so you can enjoy your event.
Finally, we have a proven experience having already worked for over 10 ans in Mexico with
2 different brands in the entertainment and animation domain with more than 70 different
products and services (Inflatable Games, Casino, food , DJs, entertainment and more). Here
are the links:www.partygames.com.mx and www.spheraproducciones.com
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Bouncy Houses: What's this?
The bouncy houses or inflatable games are everywhere today. Indeed, they are a safe, fun
and also quiet cheap to entertain your children and make their party even more fun! With
thebouncy houses kids will use their imagination to play with Jack Sparrow in a pirate ship
or fight with the huge shark and use the inflatable slide that ends at his big jaws, or even
be in the Harry Potter bouncy castle! With the bouncing houses you will encourage kids to
play outdoors and spend time in healthy way away from computers and video games.
Adults will find their childhood joy within our different inflatable games like the sumo suits!
These days bouncing houses have plenty of forms, such as monkeys, dogs, giant sharks,
pirate ships and much more. Today, there are even inflatable farms, & inflatable islands.
Finally, we want to let you know that we do regular promotions for the bouncing houses and
all of our games.
We invite you to review our bouncy houses promotions. You can follow us on Twitter to
keep you informed of our latest promotions. We also invite you to attend our blog bouncy
games. Should you have further questions about anything, feel free to call us, we will be
happy to assist you.
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